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Abstract
In order to take the developing field of Social Robotics a stage further, this work investigates mixed reality in embodied social agents. The Virtual Robotic Workbench is employed which provides a versatile framework for experimentation in interoperability and cooperation between heterogeneous robots (real, simulated and virtual) and humans in multi-reality domains. Explicit social interaction, both between virtual and real robots and between robots and people, is supported.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, the field of socially capable artificial entities - whether embodied as physical robots, as avatars in virtual worlds, or in the form of digital assistants - has grown significantly. Not only has this facilitated differing forms of ubiquitous artificial intelligence, it has also allowed us to develop what can be termed ubiquitous realities.

Recent studies suggest that behavioural realism should match visual realism in order to satisfy user expectations and generate believable experiences [1],[2] for social interaction. This statement holds true for intelligent characters as well as autonomous robots [3],[4]. As a result, a lot of research has been invested into achieving more lifelike avatar behaviour [5],[6] and robots that are situated in a social environment [7]. However, the research presented in this paper primarily focuses on the functional mechanisms required to develop socially situated agents in ubiquitous realities. Issues, such as the preservation of identity in mixed reality social interactions, have been addressed but will not be discussed in this paper.

In order to identify the differences and similarities between situated embodiment in the real and the virtual world, one has to observe what happens when the boundaries begin to blur. This work has realised a mixed reality application that enables observers to visualise and interact with virtual and mixed reality characters through a Head Mounted Display (HMD).

Section 2 reviews work on socially situated embodied agents, and specifically outlines the Socially Situated Agent Architecture (SoSAA) and the Virtual Robotic Workbench (VRW) - a Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) for social robotics. Section 3 describes the use of these tools for the implementation of mixed reality agents and presents some practical demonstrations. Finally, future work is discussed in section 4.

2. Situated Social Agents
Recent research has focused beyond individual robots and has begun to consider robot collectives. One of these endeavours is the Social Situated Agent Architecture (SoSAA), a framework that extends our previous work on social robotics [8] allowing mixed reality experiences.

Situated social agents constitute autonomous entities equipped with both explicit social capability and a strong provision for both their physical and social context, i.e. their embodiment. Core to achieving an integrated approach to the agent and its physical and social environment is a synthesis of reactive controllers and traditional planning architectures. In this work, we embrace the behaviour-based control paradigm [9] to achieve reactive-deliberative synthesis.

The SoSAA architecture is based upon the combination of BDI [10] (Belief, Desire and Intention) agents - a reactive behavioural system, and explicit social infrastructure. Key components include a hardware abstraction
layer for heterogeneous robot platform applications, a coherent reactive-deliberative control synthesis, a BDI deliberative level developed through Agent Factory [11], and a FIPA (http://www.fipa.org) compliant social level to support explicit social interaction.

The physical level provides for an ease of portability of the SoSAA architecture between differing physical robot platforms and between simulated and real robots. The Reactive Controller component at the reactive level supervises the physical layer, managing a library of behavioural modules. Behaviours implement both reflex robot responses to unexpected or dangerous events and more complex actions. The deliberative level of SoSAA follows a Multi-Agent System (MAS) organization with several agents supervising the different functional levels of the robot. At any given time, a number of agents share the control of the robotic platform. These agents vary in complexity from simple procedural knowledge modules that deal with lower level capabilities of the platform (i.e. sensorial organization, configuration and behavioural arbitration) to means-ends reasoning. The reasoning capability is delivered through Agent Factory [11], an integrated and tooled environment for the rapid prototyping of social agents.

To enable collaboration among social robots, Agent Factory agents, developed at the social level, make use of the Speech Act Theory [12] for accurate and expressive communication mechanisms in Multi-Agent Systems. This is undertaken by performing a speech act (such as requesting, ordering, informing or promising) that sends a message to one or more of their socially capable acquaintances in order to affect their mental states. In addition, SoSAA implements a number of more sophisticated coordination protocols responding to the semantics described in FIPA specifications, among them, the Contract-Net-Protocol for group formation.

Specific tools are needed in order to work toward true interoperability and cooperation between social heterogeneous robotic agents (real, simulated & virtual) and effective human-robot interaction. The Virtual Robotic Workbench (VRW), which works synergistically with the SoSAA architecture, is an instance of one such tool and is detailed in the following section.

2.1 The Virtual Robotic Workbench

The Virtual Robotic Workbench [13][14] is an agent-based Collaborative Virtual Environment (CVE) for embodied social agents interacting with other agents and humans. It facilitates interoperability between physical robots, users, and virtual avatars.

The VRW was developed to ease configuration and networking for large scale heterogeneous real and virtual robotic teams, thus enabling dynamic composition of sensors and actuators while supporting dynamic discovery of resources and peers. In addition, the VRW offers a framework to support social integration, implemented in a re-usable and standardised form. The core features of the VRW are: the immersion of robots in a shared collaborative environment, and the adoption of mature Multi-Agent Systems technology in order to enable robot-robot and human-robot interaction. The Workbench employs indirect communication through augmented sensing, cooperation and migration or mutation of mobile agents among different robotic platforms.

The Virtual Robotic Workbench offers:

- A communication medium - based upon a XML multicast protocol - which is exploited for dynamic resource discovery and to exchange information and control among humans and robots.
- A visualisation medium (Virtual Robotic Workbench Visualisation Suite), which offers real-time, multimedia visualisation facilitating behavioural scrutiny and situational awareness.
- A FIPA (http://www.fipa.org) compliant Agent technology, which supervises the social interface between each user and the shared environment.

As in DIS [15] the Workbench uses UDP multicast as the preferred transport protocol, but we also developed adapters that support multiple protocols to communicate with remote nodes through UDP or TCP/IP over Ethernet links and Bluetooth.

The Workbench Messaging System includes a mechanism that allows the run-time definition of secondary channels, each with a separate transport layer. VRW XML messages can contain special URL tags, which are used to publish details about these secondary
channels. Secondary channels can be used, for example, to publish static attributes (like a three-dimensional model or avatar used to represent the agent in the virtual or augmented space). When such a tag is encountered for the first time, the receiving node launches a background thread to access its content. In this manner, a node connecting to the workbench is gradually informed about the entities participating in the action without the need for more complex session-oriented protocols.

The VRW Visualization Suite uses different tools for scene rendering. Only the actual graphic presentation is delegated to such tools, while functionalities like smoothing and collision detection are retained within the VRW. The Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) was selected as the medium for model description, however, alternate versions were developed, among them, an OpenGL-GLUT and a Java3D component. Visualisation on the Internet is achieved through the Java3D renderer or via the interaction with a VRML plug-in through scripting or via the External Authoring Interface (EAI) [16].

3. Mixed Reality Agents

During a SoSAA mixed reality experience, users, each wearing a computer and a see-through Head Mounted Display (HMD) with associated digital camera, are immersed within an augmented space obtained by superimposing synthetic imagery on the HMD video. Ideally, users should be free to move in this space. They may interact with the entities (robots) through animated virtual characters visualized on top of them (see Figure 2) or monitor simulated robots that appear to be working alongside real ones. SoSAA realizes the overlay between real and virtual images by tracking the position and orientation of the head of each observer.

In tracking an observer’s viewpoint, a traditional marker-based method was chosen. Marker-based techniques compute the camera’s position relative to a physical marker by analysing its appearance in the camera’s image. These methods offer an easy solution to the registration problem between virtual and real imagery; at least as long as the necessary markers are visible and recognizable in the processed video. Markers offer a cheap alternative to other systems based on, for example, magnetic tracking devices but require a degree of engineering of the experimental environment.

Marker-less techniques for motion estimation [17] could be used to complement traditional approaches through, for instance, updating the observer position during gaps in the observation of markers. With this in view, the application was designed as a service-oriented framework defining abstract, customisable layers like tracking, filtering, data distribution and rendering.

As in [18] the tracking layer of SoSAA is a shared tracking system in which multiple observers communicate with each other in order to collaborate in the tracking effort. Tracking and rendering in the current implementation are based upon ARToolkit [19] while the VRW Messaging Service is exploited for the dynamic discovery of peer observers and the dissemination of data through the network. This data includes tracking, robot telemetry (positional updates and sensing), and other information regarding the behaviour and the cognitive state of the robotic agents and the virtual characters.

3.1 Tracking with ARToolkit

ARToolkit provides a software library, which enables the recognition and the 3D pose estimation of physical markers. These patterns can be arbitrary, but to improve the identification we used the system proposed by Owen et al. [20], generating the pattern from a direct cosine transformation (DCT) in order to minimize the physical similarity of different markers.

To improve ARToolkit’s accuracy over distance, we use a Kalman Filter [21] to improve the tracking results (i.e. fusing multiple sources of data) and thus allow recognition over a larger distance.

As the user can move freely around the robot, distance is not the only issue. A single marker on top of the robot, for example, would be rarely seen from a favourable angle. One can overcome this obstacle by using multiple markers to track a single object [22]. The robot is therefore equipped with five markers aligned in a cube, so the application observes at least one marker from all angles. A transformation matrix for each of the four sides relates the respective coordinate system to that of the marker on top of the cube. If two or three sides
of the cube are visible, the Kalman filter is used to fuse the measurements into a single, improved result.

3.2 Shared Tracking

The limited viewing range of the cameras that we employ (typically 50 degrees) results in limitations to the freedom of movement of the human operators wearing the HMDs. Whenever other objects occlude the cubic marker or when it exits from the field of view of the observer, the associated robot ceases to be tracked and the virtual character disappears even if the majority of the robot is still visible.

The tracking capabilities of the system are improved by placing additional static markers (see figure 1) in the environment to increase the probability of observing at least one marker from any position of the observer.

SoSAA then relies on the distribution of observation among multiple observers. Each observation, for instance, produces camera coordinates, which locate the observer in relation to the observed marker. Combining observations from multiple observers, together with any known relations between static markers, produces a graph where the vertexes are frames of reference, and the edges are transformations from one frame to the other. This graph can be used to deduce the coordinates of tracked objects (by finding a path in the graph) even in the absence of direct observation thus augmenting the visualisation capabilities of each observer.

3.3 Behavioural Rendering

The SoSAA also defines a framework for distributed behavioural rendering, managing the appearance of both simulated robots and virtual characters associated with real robots (i.e. virtual heads). Virtual and real elements form a distributed hybrid system ought to exhibit cohesion and behavioural consistency to the observer. To do this, the SoSAA supports animated characters through the activation and management of their animation cycle in line with the behaviour of their robotic counterparts.

In each observer a copy of a Virtual Translator Agent is in charge of the behavioural rendering for each robot in the scene. This agent is responsible for reading the BDI state transmitted by a particular robot through the VRW and for keeping the behaviour of the associated virtual character in line with the cognitive state of the real robotic agent. The Virtual Translator Agent maps subsets of robot beliefs to gesture-type animations available to the virtual counterpart.

Each avatar offers a predefined set of gestures (i.e. greet, smile, laugh, frown, nod) implemented in the VRML model through time-dependent position interpolators. Whenever the Virtual Translator Agent selects an appropriate gesture, the ARToolkit VRML access layer is used in order to activate the script that initiates the time-cycle for the corresponding animation.

3.4 Demonstrations

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the Socially Situated Agent Architecture, a number of demonstrations have been undertaken. The following figures show mixed-reality autonomous characters that demonstrate the functionality of the tracking system and the intentional deliberative reasoning mechanisms functioning in a social context.

Figure 2 shows an animated character situated on top of the physical robot. Experiments are currently underway to employ “virtual clothes” to real devices, which, as illustrated in the picture, hide such functional components as the 3D laser scanner and the tracking cube (visible in figure 3).

Figure 3 shows a robot delivering a soccer ball to the observer [24], whose relative position is notified to the robot through the shared tracking framework.
IBM’s ViaVoice is used as speech recognition system for simple vocal control

Figure 2: (a) An Augmented Reality socially situated agent, (b) a head mounted display used to view the AR scene.

Figure 3: Example of child playing football with SoSAA using augmented reality.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

The Socially Situated Agent Architecture provides a unique instrument to explore mixed-reality situated agent research. The system supports the embedding of virtual faces with expressive capabilities upon real robots, without the serious engineering complexities and constraints that would be associated with doing this in the real world. We have also begun to use these mixed reality features to label the current behavioural mode in order to reduce mode misunderstanding for shared control [25]. Our system facilitates the exploration of artificial identity in virtual agents where different observers (child or adult) may be presented with very different avatars. This provides for significantly more flexibility than systems that use a fixed video screen on top of the robot (e.g. [26]) as they can present just one character for all social participants.

Continuing work has already started to integrate occasional observations of the markers with robot telemetry information and other devices (optical and magnetic) to track the viewpoint of the observer. Kalman filtering has improved the reliability of the tracking and it appears to be the best candidate for merging tracking with these additional sources of information. A model of the dynamic of the observer could also be used for the prediction step in the Kalman Filter.

The system needs to have a better strategy in calculating the coordinates of a simulated robot, through, for example, anchoring them to a more stable marker in the graph to reduce the shaking of their image in the augmented scene.

In the longer term, we intend to use the capabilities we are developing for the construction of a *Mixed Reality Robotic Laboratory*, in which simulated entities can be added (from remote network sites) to the real scenes and thereafter be evaluated in their performance of prescribed tasks.
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